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-- We- submit these notes on the idols of Bamidn, with the observa- 

tions. occasioned by them, in all due humility--and: furnish the au- 

_thorities in the inscription, figures, and. coins, on which we have 

based our conjectures, that others may judge how far they-may be 

correct; and it must be noted that the coins which bear legends in 

the characters of the Bamidn inscription, do appear to us at least to be 

the most recent of the class to which they belong. ‘This we consider 

rather fortunate than otherwise ; for if they are still Kaianian:or Pesh- 

dadian, we may be able to find other caves and hermitages. for Lou- 

rAsP. and Gusrasp—it being remembered that we are ‘yet standing 

only. on the threshold of discovery. : 

Kabul, June, 1836. 

| IV. —New types of Bactrian’ and Indo- Scythic Coins, engraved a as + Plate é 

XLIX. By Jamus Prinsep, Sec. Ge. ie he Seen 

I did not expect to be again so soon Saha to resume ee 

graver in the department of Bactrian medals; but to do so when such 

novel and interesting specimens are handed to me, is no less an ob- 

ligation than a pleasure. : 

_ The two main attractions of my present plate are represented with 

scrupulous regard to fidelity, from the coins themselves, which were 

entrusted to me for the purpose by their fortunate possessers, as soon 

as they were discovered. 

No. 1 is an unique of Amyntas, a name entirely new to. Bactria ; it is 

a square coin of bronze lately procured by Colonel Stacy from the 

‘Panjab, in excellent preservation. ch ta i 

Obverse. Bust of the prince wearing a curious cap, which may 

possibly represent the head of an elephant, but from the worn, surface 

cannot exactly be made out—legend on three sides off the square, 
BAZIAEQS NIKATOPO2 AMTNT (ov). 

Reverse. A standing figure of Minerva, with helmet, shield - and 

epear—her right hand extended in token of peace. Square maou. 

gram X. Legend in. Bactro-Pehlevi P1w) PASAY PLL ; qua My 

malakao djalade amido. It will be at once perceived that the native 

epithet corresponding to yixaropov is the same as that for vexnpopov ON 

the coin of ARcuELIus published in my September number, (page 548,). 

and before on the coins of ANTIALKIDES and Anrmacaus, with . 

exception only of the. first letter. The word was there read Po VAI; : 

the initial 9a being: substituted for 4, or. broad @ of the Archeliis and 

- Amyntas coins. The third letter in those cases is also rather an 1 
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I, than 2 of which the value is as yet unknown. I have called it / 

ad interim. 

Fig. 2 is, if possible, a more valuable acquisition than the above, 

being the first queen of Bactria yet discovered. Dr. Swingy ob- 

tained the coin among Kerdmat At’s collection. It was thickly 

coated with the rust of ages, and, from the helmeted head on the 

obverse, was looked upon as a Menanoker, until the Doctor set about 

cleaning it carefully with a hard brush, and, perceiving a variation 

of the legend, shewed it to Captain Cunnincuam, who immediately 

recognized with a feeling of intense curiosity the undoubted title of 

a female sovereign BASIAIZSAS OEOTPOT! (ys) ATAOOKAEIAS—“ Of the 
queen AGaATHocLEA, the god-nourisher.”’ This very curious epithet 

6corporn, a word not to be found in the lexicon, must have been coined 
on purpose for the queen-mother, after the oriental style of flattery, 

in allusion to her royal offspring. 

Reverse. Hercules seated on arock (or a morha), resting his club on 

his right knee—monogram ¥. The Pehlevi legend is most unfor- 

tunately so indistinct in one or two places, as to preclude the possibi- 

lity of our making out the true reading. The first word seems to 

differ in no way from the ordinary PY11U malakdo, king: and the 

second would appear to be PIN radako, cwrnpos; then follow two 

short words P1‘% P hw which I am totally at a loss to expound, 

though the individual letters are clear enough. 

To these two uniques I have subjoined some new types of Eurny- 

pEMUS, MENANDER, and Eucrartipgs, which have not yet been engrav- 

ed, though some have appeared in the lithographs of Masson’s 

drawings. 

Fig. 3. A silver tetradrachm of Eutuyprmus, now in Dr. Swiney’s 

cabinet, having a standing Hercules on the reverse, in lieu of the 

seated figure. The coin must have been originally very beautiful, 

but we learn from the memorandum of Knrramat Aut, who purchased 

it at Cabul, that it was taken to Dr. Gurarp, who deemed it spurious 

or not silver* ; this induced the vender to put it in the fire (cased in 

clay) to ascertain the fact, and the smoothness of surface, and clear- 

ness of outline were thus destroyed. The beauw restes are still suffi- 

cient to excite admiration. 

Fig. 4 is from Masson’s drawing of a small copper piece of 

Evutuypemus. The reverse has a naked horse prancing. Legend as 

usual, BASIAENS ErY@rAHMOY. Masson has another similar, but larger. 

* Probably it was covered with a coat of muriate, like my Euruypemus, 
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Fig. 5. A square copper coin of Mrenanper, procured by Dr. 

Swiney at Agra; in good preservation. 

Obverse, the usual helmeted head with the legend pasIAEQz SQTHPOS 
MENANAPOY. 

Reverse, the circular shield of Minerva with Medusa’s head: the 
features of the face only worn smooth: legend in Pehlevi PiSw 

pope be a ot 

Fig. 6, from Masson. The reverse here presents the bird of 

Minerva, so common on the Athenian coins; in all other respects the 

coin is similar to the last. 

Fig. 7. Obverse of a smaller copper coin from Masson. In the 

centre is a wheel with eight spokes, distinctly so delineated, other- 

wise we might have supposed it the shield with Medusa’s head ; the 

Greek legend surrounds it. The reverse is the same as that of fig. 9. 

Fig. 8. In this larger square copper coin Mr. Masson gives, as 

a new reverse, a dolphin; but from the appearance of the sketch it 

is possible that the original may have been an elephant’s head—a 

common device on MENANDER’S coins. 

Fig. 9. On this the sovereign’s portrait is replaced by a boar’s head 

according to Mr. Masson’s sketch, and on the reverse is a simple 

feather or palm branch : monogram H—legends Greek and Pehlevi as 

usual. 

Figs. 10 and 11. Two specimens from Masson’s collections, one 

silver, one copper, to shew that the coins of KucratipEs sometimes 

bore the emblem peculiar to ANTIALKIDES*, two conical beehives and 

two feathers or palm branches. 

Fig. 12. An additionto our Indo-Scythic group of the elephant ° 

rider, or Kenranos. Col. Stacy has just obtained four from the Panjdd ; 

all evidently from the same die, but not one containing the legend com- 

plete. To save space I have filled it up from the united specimens, 

and there can be no doubt of a single letter, barbarous as the context 

appears. Odverse. Raja astride on a small elephant, legend (commen- 

cing from the right of the head) OIAHQH OIAPOIAHIAHPOAION, of 

which nothing can be imagined but a barbarous attempt at BAsIAEQS 

BASIAEQN SQTHPOS, the syllables 1a, os, or on, and po being the 

only happy conjunctions seized by the ignorant die-cutter. 

On the reverse the standing figure of a@po is depicted, with the 

common monogram, but the legend differs; being aOu, or inverted 

* This name has hitherto been always written (on Masson’s authority) 

AnTILAKIDES. M. Jacquet corrected it fromthe VENTURA coins, and on re- 

examination of the silver coin in Dr. Swinry’s possession, his reading is cor- 

roborated. It also corresponds better with the Pehlevi which is P'H919 

quasi, atl-alikudo. 


